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Abstract

This study examined whether」 apanese learners of English σLEs)could Sultably identify

who the suttect of the ιο■血」ive dause was ln“ 』胞ッpro“ι
“
d Na●れjめ ω

“
λιル 」jstts"

and“J●われιοιd&″ ιo″配 ιλjs bοοた,"the antecedents of the“ suttectS"Of the ιο‐if」 tive

clauses are syntacicaly dJIerent from each other: the flrst sentence is .Mα ry" and the

second is“施ル" respectvely This complexity makes JLEs puzzled ln order to explaln it

hnguistically,an」l pronoun,PRO,was hypothesized in the theoreical hnguistlcs

Based on the仙鴨●suc theory,the authors estabhshed two d』 ermt predc■ ons h terms

Of the acquisition of subjects of the ιo inflnitive clauses by JLEs One is that correct

mterpreta“ n of PRO controled by the oblect of the matrx clause ce"0● ect ControD wodd

be easier than that of PRO controlled by the subject of the matrix clause(ie, Su● ect

Control)due tOヽ 〔inimal Distance Priiciple(卜 IDP)(Rosenbaum,1965)The other is that

because of the posltlve Ll transfe4 JLEs would not have any dlfference of dlmculty when

they hterpret PRO ln e」歴r譴荀eCt COntrol or ObJect Cmtrol

Using muliple choた e questionn」 res with a JapaneSe dtualonal context,the authors

hvestigated l10 un市ersity」 LEs'interpre●

“

n of PRO of the toittnltival clauses in English

The results hdicated that the」 LEs showed no dlm∝ 137interpreing PRO m the ι。_inanitlve

clauses with OkJeCt Control and Subjedt ContrOI However, the authors also found an

excep」o■ When the matHx verb was“ask"the JLEs preferred to think that the subJect of

the rO―ive was the ottectS h the mautt dause(0● eCt Control),whCh meant that they

tended to follow MDP
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l. Introduction

The purpose of the study is to examine the acquisition of "subject" of ,o-inlinitive clause:

whether Japanese learners of English (iLEs) can appropriately identify who the subject of

the lo-infinitive clause is.I It may be hard for JLEs to identify the subjects of lo-infinitive

clauses because they are not phonetically realized.

Let us look at (1). When a verb in the matrix clause is, for example. "tell". 'order". or
''persuade', the subject of the to-infinilive clause is "Naomi", the object of rhe matrix clause.

On the other hand, when the matrix verb is 'promise" showh in (2), the subject of the ,a.

infinitive clause is "Mary':, which is the subject of the matrix clause. However, in (3), when

the matrix verb is "ask", the subject of the lo-infinitive can be either the matrix subject

"Mary" or the matrix object "Naomi". We can have two interpretations depending on the

contexl

(1) Mary told /ordered /persuaded Naomi to wash the dishes.

(2) Mary promised Naomi to wash the dishes.

(3) Marv asked Naomi to see tlle rrranager.

These linguistic complexities may have JLEs fall into confusion when they interpret the

English sentences with ,o-infinitive clauses. Thus, in this study,. we will investigate whether

JLEs can correctly interpret the subject of the to-infnitive clauses.

This paper is organized as follows. After the introcluction, the authors briefly discuss

linguislic backgrounds along with related previous studies in Section 2. Then, in Section 3,

tie experiment conducted is demonstrated. Results and discussions with pedagogical

implications are shown in Section 4 and conclusion in Section 5.

2. Background

2.1 Linguistic backgrounds
In order to explilin the syntactic structures of the ,o-infinitives, N. Chomskv (1995)

hypothesized a null pronoun called PRO, which is regarded as a noun phrase without being

phonetically redlized but possesses a null case. In (4a), PRO is controlled by the matrix

subject, "Mary". This is ca.lled Subject Control. Verb "promise" is a Subject Control verb and

it is the only verb which behaves as Subject Control. PRO in t}re ,o-infinitive clause in (4b) is

controlled by tlre matrix object "Naomi". This is a case of Object Control. Almost all the

English verbs belong to Object Control verb. In the case of verb "ask" in (4c), PRO in the ,o-

infnitive clause is controlled by either a subject noun or an object noun in the makix clause,

which depends on the context the sentence is produced. Thus, the meaning of the sentence

cannot be decided by the syntactic structure. The other verb which behaves like "ask" is

' This paper is based on our presentation at JASELE 2015 (The Japan Society of English Language

Education 2015) held in Kumamoto Galuen University on August 23rd, 2015.
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"beg". These two verbs are verbs which behave both as Subject Control and Object Control.

(4) a- Subject Control "promise"

Maryl promised Naomi; [PROv.1 to wash the dishes].

b. Object Control e.g., "te11", "order", "persuade"

Maryl told Naom! [PROwi to wash the dishes].

c. Subject Conkol/ Object Control "beg" and "ask"

Maryl asked Naomi; [PROiz; to see the manager].

As part of linguistic backgrounds to alalyze the data obtained, this study will employ

Minimal Distance Principle (MDP, hereafter). It was originally proposed by Rosenbaum (1965).

Then, Larson (1991) revised the'definition of MDP as shown in (5).

(5) Minimal Distance Principle (MDP)

An infinitive complement of a predicate P selects as its controller the minimal

c-commanding noun phrase in the functional complex of P.

(Larson, 1991, p.115)

In otJrer words, applied in this study, MDP claims that the closest noun phrase fuom the to-

infinitive clause is regarded as the antecedent of PRO in the ,o-infinitive clause. Some

researchers claim that this principle is one of the universal principles in language acquisition

(e.g., C. Chomsky, 1969, 7W2', Aller,1977; Berent, 1983).

As a supporting evidence for MDP in Ll acquisition, C. Chomsky (1969) is introduced (See

also C. Chomsky, f972\. The participants were 40 children whose Ll was English. Matrix
'verbs she used were included "promise", "tell" and "ask". The data were collected by using

puppets and by asking questions each other. Her results showed that MDP was supporled-

That is, correct interpretation of PRO as Object Control was easier than that of PRO as

Subject Control.

However, as a counter evidence against MDP in Ll acquisition, Natsopoulos &

Zeromeritou (1988) conducted an experiment with children whose LI was Greek. They

claimed that their results did not support MDP. The participants more correctly interpreted

PRO as Subject Control than PRO as Object Control. However, it should be noted that the

test sentences they used were not English but Greek, which does not have to-inJinitive

subordinate clauses. Thus, they used tensed finite clauses instead.

If MDP is valid for an explanation of Ianguage acquisition, not only in the Ll acquisition

but also in the L2 acquisition, we can assume that L2 learners will depend on MDP when

they identify the subject of the ,ainfuitive clause. If language learners rely on MDP, they

tend to interpret the object of the matrix clause as the subject (PRO) of the ,o-infinitive

clause because the object lies in the minimal distance position from PRO.

Based on this logic, the authors will propose the following prediction, which we call
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Prediction I from now on.

(6) Prediction I
If MDP operates in L2 acquisition, correct interpretation of PRO as Subject Control would

be difficnlt for JLEs. However, correct interpretation of PRO as Object Control would not

be difficult for JLEs.

Following this prediction when JLEs interpret the sentence with the verb "ask", Subject

Control would be more difficr:lt than Object Control

AIthoWh the interpretation of PRO in the Jcinfinitive clause has been examined in the Ll
and L2 studies, it has not been examined n the L2 acquisition studies whose participants are

Japanese. Therefore, it is worth examining how JLEs interpret subjects of the ,o-infinitive

clauses.

. 2.2 Ll transtur in L2 acquisition

. The authorc vrill analyzn lhe influence of Ll transfer for the interpretation of PRO in the to-

inlinitive clauses from the two different perspectives; syntactic transfer and semantic

transfer. First Ll syntactic transfer will be examined.

In the syntactic transfer, it is claimed that io in English is equivalent to a subjunctive

yooni in Japanese, which is not a complementizer (Aoshima, 200i). When yoozi is used,

Object Control is established as shown in (7).

(7) Object Conkol in Japanese (a subjunctive -yoozfl

E(-ea Yokorni [[PRO7;kono hono yomu] yoonil itta
Eri-Nom Yoko-Dat this book-Acc read to told.

"Eri told Yoko to read this book."

(Aoshima, 2001, p5)

On the other hand, a complemerftizer "that" which follows a tensed clause in English is

equivalent to complementizers -to/ -hoto in Japanese (Aoshima 2001). Wtren either -to or -kDto

is a complementeizer of a suborrlinate clause, Subject Control is established as shown in (8).

(8) Subject Control in Japanese

a. a complementizer -ro

Mary;wa Naomi;ni [[PRO7.; osara-o arau] tol yakusokusita"

Mary-Top Naomi-Dat dishes-Acc wash Comp promised.

"Mary promised Naomi that she would wash tle dishes."

48
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b. a complementi zer -koto

Mary;wa Naomi;ni [[PRO'/., osara-o arau] koto-ol yakusokusita.

Mary-Top Naomi-Dat dishes-Acc wash Comp-Acc .promised.
"Mary promised Naomi that she would wash the dishes."

(Aoshima 2001, p5)

Now, we will examine the semantic transfer from Ll concerning English and Japanese

verbs. English verbs "tell", "order" and "persuade" are Object Control verbs. According to

Genius Englbh-Japanrcse Dictionary, a verb "tell" is translated into o iu, -o h.anasu, and. -o

tsutaeru in Japanese. A verb "order" is translated il,fto -o meijiru and, <t tanotnu. A verb
"persuade" is equivalent to -o eettokusuru. Like English equivalents, all of these Japanese

verbs are also used as Object Control (see (9)).

(9) An example of a Japanese sentence with iu, hanasu, tsutaetu

Mary;wa Naomi;ni[[PRo.4kono-hono yomu] yoonil itta./hanasita/tsutaeta

Mary-Topb Naomi-Dat this book-Acc read to told.

"Mary told Naomi to read this book."

Now, let us gp to Subject Control verb. A verb "promise" is equivalent to a Japanese verb,

yakueohusuru. Both verbs possess the sense of commitrnent and an example of a Japanese

sentence with yakusohusuru is shown in (10).

(10) An example of a Japanese sentence with yakusohusuru

a a complementizer -lo

Mary;wa Naom!-ni [[PRO7; osarao arau] tol yakusokusita-

Mary-Top Naomi.Dat dishes-Acc wash Comp promised.

"Mary promised Naomi that she would wash the dishes."

b. a complementi zer -hnto

Mary;wa Naom!-ni [PROr., osarao arau] kotool yakusokusita-

Mary-Top Naomi0at dishes-Acc wash Comp-Acc promised.

"Mary promised Naomi that she would wash the dishes."

Conceming the exceptional English verb "ash" it possesses two senses (C. Chomsky, 1969).

That is, the sense of request and the sense of question. In the sense of questior\ "ask" is used

as Subject Control verb (11a)). In the sense of request, it is used as Object Control verb

(11b)).
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(11) Verb "ask"

a- The sense of question: Subject Control .

e.g., Mary asked Naomi to leave.

b. The sense of request Object Conffol

e.g., Mary asked Naomi to open the door.

In Japanese, there are two equivalents for the English verb "ask." One of tiem is tazunzru

(or kiku). These Japanese verbs have the sense of question. They are used as Subject Control

in (12a). The oLher equivalent for the verb "ask" is expresse d. in tanomu (or motomerul in

Japanese. They have the sense of request and are used as Object Control in (12b).

(12) Verb tazuneru, tanom,u in lapanese (= "ask" in English)

a. the sense of question: Subject Conr-rol

Tom;wa sense!-ni [PROvr syukudaio teisyutsusuru kaltal krjtz /tazmeta-

Tom-Top his teacher-Dat homework-ACC submit Q Comp asked.

"Tom asked his teacher to submit the homework'

b. the sense of request Object Control

Mary;ga Naom!-ni [[PRO.4 kono doa-o akeru] yooni] tatonda / motometa.

Mary-Nom Naomi-Dat this door-Acc open to asked.

"Mary asked Naomi to open this door."

To sum, the authors have discussed the followings on t}le influence of Ll transfer. From

the point of syntax in Japanese on subordinate clauses, sentences with Subject Control and

those with Object Control have different antecedents of PRO. That is yooni is used with

Object Conkol, wbile -to / -hoto ate used with Subject Conkol.

Then, from the point of semantics, the verbs used as Object Control in English are also

used as Object Control in Japanese. The verbs used as Subject Control in English are aiso

used as Subject Control in Japanese. It should be noted that the Japanese equivalent of the

English verb "ask" used as Object Control have different lexical words from the Japanese

equivalent of the English verb "ask" used as Subject Control.

Based on both slmtactic and semantic comparisons between the two languages, Prediction

2 is proposed as presented in (13).

(13) Prediction 2

If Ll transfer from Japanese plays an important role, JLEs will have no differential

difficulty interpreting both PRO as Object Control and that as Subject Control.

Following this assumption, correct identification of antecedent of PRO in the sentence wit}r

Object Control and with Subject Control are both easy for JLEs.
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Thus, based on the analyses the authors discussed, two predictions; Prediction I presented

in (6) and Prediction 2 presented in (13), have been established in order to examine JLEs'

interpretation of PRO in the toinfinitive clause. Now, the authors will clarily which prediction

is more valid than the other and trying to explain JLEs' acquisition process of PRO.

3. Experiment

3.1 Participants

Participants in the experiment were 110 first-year university sludents whose Ll was

Japanese. The average score of tleir TOEIC was about 400.

3.2 Materials and procedures

All the participants were expected to complete a context-based judgment task consisted of

13 questions with 15 distractors. Ten out of the 13 questions were questions of who was the

antecedent of PRO in the lainfinitive clauses. The remaining 3 questions were the questions

about Japanese sentences with yooni. They were asked who t}te antecedent of PRO was in

these sentences.

Ten question sentences were divided into three categories as summarized in Table 1: (i)

the sentences with the verb "promise" as Subject Control, (ii) the verbs "tell", "order", and

"persuade" as Object Control, and the verb "ask" both as Subject Control and as Object

Conkol. Ir each category except the verb "ask" as Object Control, there were 3 stimr-rlus

sentences. On the other hand, there were 4 stimulus sentences for the verb "ask": 3 were

subjectoriented and 1 was object-oriented sentences.

Table l.2″ 9熔 ″bF Sa″た

“

つca′ j″ 腸ιa′″ j″

“

″動 ヴ Js″ r・―Ⅲβ″″ルιS″ッ0″
“

ω

The mtt verbs Strllcmre     TOkens

"promise" Subject Control 3

"tell", "order", persuade" ObjectControl 3

Subject Control 3

ObjectControl I

An example of the test items is demonstrated in (14). The test items consisted of a

context sentence in Japanese and a test sentence in English. The participants were asked to

read a context sentence written in Japanese, which provided the inJormation of the situation

to understand the test sentence, and then they read a test sentence written in English. After

that, they were asked to judge who the agent of the io-infinitive clause was in Japanese by

choosing an answer from the three answer choices. All the participants completed the whole

task witiin 2S minutes even though no time limitation was provided.

``ask"
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(141 An Example ofthe testitems lSu● ect ContrOl:“ promise")

a Context sentence

Maryと Naomiはルームメイトで、今一緒に夕ご飯を食べています。

b Test sentence

① Mary prOmぉ ed Naomito w勘 the dshes tod叫

② (質問)誰が今日wash the dttesす ることになりそうですか ?

(答え)【A: Mary, B: 1ヾ 繭 , C: Maryで もNaomiで もない別の人】

Four partlcipants、 vere eliminated because their distractor scores did not exceed 80%

Subsequently,106p舞 五

“

pants became real pat■pantS An the answers were tabulated by

glmg one point to the correct answer and zero to the hcorrect ones

4.Results and Discussions

4.1 0bieCt COntЮ l and Subiect COntrOi

The overall results in the expettent are shown in Table 2 Thё ma―urn score of each

category wa,3 The percentages of correct■ lterpretations of PRO as Ottect COntrOl and

SubJect Control were 81 45%and 80 511%respecttdェ The correct mterprettton Of PRO h

Japanese sentences宙 th yoοルj was 934096

Table 2沢ω7Jrsげ″ιのフα勲,“′(″=106)

Mealll SD %

Object Control (lell". "ordel'. '!ersuade") 2.44

Subject Confol ('!romise")

Iapanese yooni

Note: The maximum score of each category was 3.0.

Let us focus on the mean scores of Object Control and Subject Control. In Figure 1, the

results of a one-way repeated measures ANOVA among tlree categories (i.e., Object Control,

Subject Control ancl Japanese yooni) indicated highly significant differences between these

categories (F (2, 3l?l =7Ab5, p =.Cf,l3, t2 = 0.07). However, miiltiple comparisons based on the

. BonJerroni showed that no significant difference was observed between Object Control and

Subject Control (p = .U, r = .021.

242

2.80

0.72

112

8145

8050

93.400.40
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As shown in Figure 2, we have categorized the participants according to the total number

of correct answers for both Subject Control and Object Control. About 60% of the JLES

correctly answered all the 3 questions for Object Control, and 75% of them for Subject

Control^well

口0口嗜
"tC“

ロ   ロ019■ C聟興
ioo

%

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

l0
0

2. The percentages ofparticipants according to the total number of corect answers

for both Subject Control, "promise" alld Object Control, 'itell". "order".

"persuade" (z= 106)

Therefore, our results have supported Prediction 2. "that is, tlre JLEs have no dif6culty

interpreting PRO in the to-infinitive clause with Object Control and Subject Control. We

wonld like to conclude that this is due to the strong influence of Ll transfer.
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4.2 Results of the verb 'ask'

Now let us look at and discuss the results of verb "ask". As shown in Table 3, in addition to

Mean and SD, the percentages of the participants who interpreted PRO as either the matrix

subject or matrix object are presented. For the subject-oriented questions, about 60% - 687o

of the participants chose the matrix object as the antecedent of PRO. For the objectoriented

questions, 83% of the participants chose the matrix objecl

Tahle 3 . Results of the experiment, verb 'asV' (n=106)

Category Mcan SD

Suttea cOntr01“ ヵl

SuttCCt COntrol“″2

SutteCt COntol asた 3

034

0.32

0.40

0.48

0.47

0.49

3396

3208

3962

66.04

6792

60.38

0可eCt COntrol ω″ 083 038 16.98 83.01

ハbκ:動
`“

ci“″″s∞″てノe∝みCα″gοッ
"“

′.a

Figure 3 showed the percentages of the participants categorized by the total number of

correct answers in the sentences with subject-oriented "ask". About 45% of the participants

selected the matrix object as the antecedent of PRO for all the 3 questions.

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

■製

“

Ct¨銀u=ask:… _1

subJcct onmted嘘 "

Figure j. T"hepercentages ofparticipants according to the total number ofcorrert a:rswers

' in the sentences with subject-oriented, "ask" (z =106)

Therefore, in the case of verb "ask", JLEs tend to prefer to select the matdx object as the

antecedent of PRO. That is, they prefer to regard the sentence with the matrix verb "ask" as

Object Control because they follow MDP. It appears to be the result of Ll transfer. Ln t}re

case of Japanese equivalents of verb 'ask", both Subject Control and Object Conkol can be
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established. That is, one of the Japanese equivalents of verb "ask", "tazuneru" (or "kiku"),

takes -ro or -hoto and thus, Subject ConEol is established. The other Japanese equivalent of

verb "ask", "tanomu" (or " motomeru"), takes -yooni and t}tus, Object Control is established.

Therefore, in the case of verb "ask", r 'hen two noun phrases of the matrix clause; the matrix

subject and the matrix object, can become the possible antecedents of PRO, as same as the

Japanese equirzalents of verb "ask '. JLEs prefer to select the object as the antecedent of PRO

by following MDP.

On the contrary, in the case of verb "promise", which takes only Subject Control, the

preference of selecting the matrix object as the antecedent of PRO is not observed due to L1

transfer. That is, verb "yahusokusuru", lapxtese equivalent of verb "promise", can only take

-to or -koto, but not rooni. Thus, only Subject Control is established when the matrix verb is
"yakusokusuru".

In order to interpret the antecedent of PRO with the matrix verb "ask" correctly,

depending on the context, JLEs need to interpret the meaning of the sentences with the verb
"ask". That is, Japanese equivalent verbs "tazuneru" (or "kiku"\ for "ask" in English is used as

Subject Control, while the Japanese equivalent verbs "tanomu" (or "notoneru"\ for "ask" in

English is used as Object Control.

From these findings, we would like to suggest that teachers of English need to recognize

the following two poinis. First, they do not explicitly have to teach subjects of foinfinitive

clauses because it is easy for JLEs to correctly interpret who the person is. Second, teachers

should know that JLES have difficulty interpreting the subject of the ,o-infinitive clauses

when the matrix verb is "ask". Therefore, they need to instruct that when the sentence has

the tainfinitive subordinate clause with t}re verb "ask", it has two different meanings.

5. Conclusion

This study has attempted to examine the acquisition of "subject" of a ,o-inflnitive clause by

JLEs. The authors would like to repeat the following findings. First, it is not difficult for JLEs

to interpret the subject of the ,o-infinitive clauses due to syntactically and semantically

positive transfer from L1 Japanese. Second, in the case of "ask", which allows both Subject

Control and Object Control, JLEs tend to prefer to choose the matrix object as the subject of

the to-infinitive clause. When two choices are possible, JLEs tend to choose the minimal

distance noun following MDP.

Finally, we would like to refer to our future study. We have found some JLEs who did not

correctly interpret all the questions of "promise," which is the only Subject Control verb. We

would like to examine why they did not transfer the L1 properties. Also, we would like to

test junior high school and senior high school students in order to observe the initial state of

PRO interpretation of the to-infinitive clauses.
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